West of “Them”: Classical Antiquity and Identity Politics in the American Western

Recent scholars have demonstrated a significant kinship between Western film and classical antiquity (Bakewell 2002; Blundell and Ormand 1997; Day 2008 and 2016; Rubino 2014; Winkler 1996, 2001 and 2004). While this relationship for the most part runs through the genre as a subtle undercurrent, its presence throughout much of the genre’s history has also made itself felt in explicit references and allusions, seen in works from classics like John Ford’s 1939 Stagecoach and Fred Zinnemann’s High Noon (1952) to Westerns of the new millennium like Deadwood (2004-06) and (Longmire (2012-)). The importance of this relationship is further signaled by the yoking of “the Old West” to the world of Greco-Roman antiquity in extra-generic films from 1973’s Westworld to the Night at the Museum trilogy (2006, 2009, 2014) to The Lego Movie (2014).

The persistent association of the United States’ immediate mythic-historical roots, which lie in narratives of the “Wild West,” with the Greco-Roman world suggests an unconscious attempt to reinforce the position of the classical past as a more distant but nonetheless direct cultural ancestor, a notion very much in line with the idea that Greek and Roman antiquity form the foundation and basis for Western civilization more generally. This broad division of the world into the binary categories of “West” and “East” is consonant with the “us vs. them” mentality crucial to the foundational narratives of a nation eager to justify the extermination of native peoples and the appropriation of lands already occupied as a triumph of civilization over savagery that was divinely sanctioned by the tenets of Manifest Destiny.

As today’s scholars are increasingly calling into question the reduction of cultural heritage, values, traditions, and ideologies into an East/West binary (i.e. Appiah 2016), it is important to recognize where, and examine how, our popular narratives unconsciously work to
establish or reinforce these long-held assumptions as an important step in helping to challenge them. By doing so, we can better understand our cultural identity, not just as it is presented in the stories we tell, but in the world beyond the big screen as well.
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